ELEXIS and IPR issues
Task: T6.2 Copyright and legal issues

• Solving IPR issues is an extremely important part of ELEXIS endeavours to bring lexicographic data to a wider research community.

• This is not a completely isolated effort since CLARIN already addresses this issue through the work of CLARIN legal issues committee (CLIC), which will provide the basis for our work.

• However, lexicographic data is traditionally even less accessible than computational linguistics data found in CLARIN.
ELEXIS IPR Issues Committee

• We will form a **dedicated legal issues group** that will specialise in legal questions and first launch a **wide-spread campaign** to be able to assess and make generalisation about possible solutions.

• On this basis recommendations on IPR issues in lexicography will be **published and disseminated** in the lexicographic community.

• **D6.2 Recommendations on legal and IPR issues for lexicography (M24)**
  • This deliverable will provide recommendations on handling legal issues for lexicographic data, with the emphasis on possible measures enabling open access to the data.
Standard licensing schema

ELEXIS survey for institutions results for use of licensing schema
Lexicographic data or expertise (agreement)

- AGREEMENT: <<organisation>> commits itself to contribute the following (lexicographic) data or (lexicographic) expertise to ELEXIS infrastructure:

- <<description of lexicographic data (including explicit declaration of license) or (lexicographic) expertise>>

- Minimal requirement includes the availability of the lemma list (headwords included in the contributed data) under open-access license, as part of ELEXIS Dictionary Matrix.
Access to (open) data and tools

• ELEXIS infrastructure will set up its own cloud infrastructure with lexicographic and other types of data, and tools developed by ELEXIS partners or as part of the ELEXIS infrastructure.

• Observers will be able to access parts of the cloud with data and tools that their owners will make available to the consortium partners and observers, together will open-access or open-source data and tools.
  ➢ AGREEMENT: <<organisation>> will gain access to open-access and open-source resources, as well as to resources in the observers’ area of the ELEXIS cloud, in accordance with project Intellectual Property Rights rules;

• ELEXIS cloud: https://cloud.elex.is/login (authentication)
Possible solutions

• Make available:
  • Lemma list + POS

• But also:
  • Senses
  • Definitions
  • Multi-word expressions
  • Examples
  • ...

• Part of the data?

• Bag of words?